Nearly the end of another busy school year. Dayle would appreciate the return of all resources as soon as possible as there is much to sort out before the annual stocktake starts. Please make sure that school leavers return all their library books before they depart. Would appreciate the majority of resources returned by end of November or first week in December.

Thank you to those who took the time in returning the Library Insider evaluation form. A great number returned. The outcome is that the majority of Users are more than happy with the delivery of information as it is presented in the Library Insider. With advances in technology and access to global information it is often overlooked just how important relaxing with a book is. It can often be a read that is not too demanding and many of our well illustrated picture books, non fiction, & graphic books fulfil that request. Evaluations help me keep the correct focus on the van Asch delivery of information and along with your suggestions we can keep improving the service. Will continue to keep you posted with topical educational web sites to support learning in the classroom.

As it is near the end of the year this edition of Insider is mainly to inform you of the latest Ministry of Ed. resources and periodicals that have arrived in the van Asch library.

Christmas Greetings and Happy Holidays

Margaret Hunt

Library Resource Coordinator

WEB SITES

National Library
Have a look at the schools web page that National Library have set up. Well worth it. Includes topical subjects like Christmas with many more interesting sites to go to such as Multimedia curriculum resources and so on.
http://www.natlib.govt.nz/schools

Ministry of Ed TKI Websites
Maori Language Catalogue http://kohingarauemi.tki.org.nz

Published in te reo Maori. A new curriculum for Maori medium education, Te Marautanga o Aotearoa, will be available by end of Term 4.

Early Childhood Education
www.educate.ece.govt.nz

NZ Curriculum - School Stories

Digital Technologies
http://dtg.tki.org.nz
MINISTRY OF EDUCATION PUBLICATIONS

LEAP: Language Enhancing the Achievement of Pasifica.
An introduction to the LEAP resource for teachers of Pasifica students. Book and pamphlet.

Food on Focus
Thinking Critically about Food and Nutrition
For Teachers of Years 5 to 8

PERIODICALS

- Deaf Education and Bridging Social Capital: A Theoretical Approach
- Coenrollment for Students Who Are Deaf or Hard of Hearing Friendship Patterns and Social Interactions
- Engagement During Reading Instruction for Students Who Are Deaf or Hard of Hearing in Public Schools
- Providing Online Course Opportunities for Learners Who Are Deaf, Hard of Hearing, or Hearing
- Professionalism and Coordination: Allies or Enemies?
- Towards Integrated Practices in Early detection of and Intervention for Deaf and Hard of Hearing Children
- College and University Requirements for Teachers of the Deaf at the Undergraduate Level: A twenty-Year Comparison
- National Study of Master Teachers in Deaf Education: Implications for Teacher Education

Autism New Zealand Newsletter September 2008
- Find out about: Welfare Guardianship
- Why Adults Struggle to Engage Kids with Autism
- Play Play Play
- Suggestions for Activities for Non Verbal Children with Autism
- About Coming to terms with ASD – a story.
- Advice for Adult Aspies
- Invitation to participate in IHC Complaint to Human Rights Commission on Education Issues for People with Disabilities
- Book info on the following titles:-: Developing Pupils Social Communication Skills, I Am Special, Autism in the Early Years, Employing People with Asperger Syndrome.

BDN British Deaf News October 2008
- Wandering Through the Deaf World
- Research: Point of view in Storytelling: Comparing British Sign Language and Spoken English
- Pursuing the Vision (Cardiff Conference)
- Back to the Future at Cardiff Conference

BDN British Deaf News November 2008
- Between Two Cultures
- Wandering through the Deaf World (Global reports)
- Research: Do Deaf People get Justice?
- Pursuing the Vision: The new leadership (Chair of the BDA )
- Hava- Against All Odds – New book set to take the Deaf World by storm.
- Bazza Deaf at the DaDaFest (Disability and Deaf Arts Festival)
- What are your Views about Deaf Sports and Tennis?
- Reaching New Heights: Climbing Mount Blanc
PERIODICALS continued

Captivate Spring 2008
- Chris Peters- Wired for Sound
- Cochlear Implants
- Hearing Association Involvement
- A Close Up on Close Up
- The Key to Online Success

Deafness & Education International Vol.10 No.3 2008
- Outcomes from Cochlear Implantation for Child and Family: Parental Perspectives
- An Evaluation of Auditory Verbal Therapy Using the Rate of Early Language Development as an Outcome Measure.
- Parent and Professional Perspectives on the Western Australian Infant Hearing Screening Program.

Ear and Hearing Vol. 29 No.5 October 2008
- Transmission Pathways of Vibratory Stimulation as Measured by Subjective Thresholds and Distortion-Product Otoacoustic Emissions
- Interaural Time Discrimination of Envelopes Carried on High-Frequency Tones as a Function of Level and Interaural Carrier Mismatch
- Personality and Perception of Tinnitus
- Measurement of Individual Loudness Functions by Trisection of Loudness Ranges
- The Electrically Evoked Auditory Change Complex: Preliminary Results from Nucleus Cochlear Implant Users
- The Development of Frequency Weighting for Speech in Children with a History of Otis Media with Effusion
- Classification and Cue Weighting of Multidimensional Stimuli with Speech-like Cues for Young Normal Hearing and Elderly Hearing-impaired Listeners
- Tune In or Tune Out: Age-Related Differences in Listening to Speech in Music
- Natural Boundaries in Gap Detection are Related to Categorical Perception of Stop Consonants
- Development of a Large-Item Environmental Sound Test and the Effects of Short-Term Training with Spectrally-Degraded Stimuli
- Young Adults’ Use and Output Level Settings of Personal Music Systems
- Exploring the Role of the Modulation Spectrum in Phoneme Recognition

Education Horizons Vol.10 No.3 2008
- Steps to cue the love of literacy in children
- Teaching children social skills
- Parent-Teacher partnerships. Part 1
- Feature: Social and Emotional Health
- You’ve got email but can you make it really deliver? : Top 10 telecollaborating tips for teachers

The Hearing Journal Supplement: Celebrating The AuD 1988 -2008
- As AuD movement turns 20, a progress report shows a profession transformed
- Audiology followed a long and bumpy road to becoming a doctoring profession
- The AuD Odyssey: How a kid from Brooklyn became the “Father of the AuD”
- Transition to the doctoral profession: A step toward professional autonomy
PERIODICALS continued

The Hearing Journal Vol.61 No.9 September 2008
- Reporting Audiometric Results
- Open-canal hearing aids: A revolution in the making?
- Training listeners to identify the sounds of speech: 1. A review of past studies.
- The future of implantable hearing devices
- The Acceptable Noise Level Test as a predictor of real-world hearing aid benefit
- Study measures openness of custom earpieces for open-canal mini-BTE fittings
- Epq study measures user benefits
- When the going gets tough…

The Hearing Journal Vol.61 No.10 October 2008
- Change is in the air - in more ways than one.
- Is it Real? Research Evaluation for Audiology Literature
- Training listeners to identify the sounds of speech: 11. Using SPATS software
- It’s the stigma, stupid…. Not!
- Experts discuss telecoils and the future of hearing aid-compatible assistive devices
- Better Sooner than later: So says the JCIH

Journal of Deaf Studies and Deaf Education Vol.13 No.4 Fall 2008
- Seeing the Deaf in “Deafness”.
- Explicit Processing Demands Reveal Language Modality-Specific Organization of Working Memory
- Academic Status of Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing Students in Public Schools: Student, Home, and Service Facilitators and Detractors
- Family Mediation of Mathematically Based Concepts While Engaged in a problem-Solving Activity With Their Young Deaf Children
- The Relationship Between the Reading and Signing Skills of Deaf Children in Bilingual Education Programs
- Language Ability and Verbal and Nonverbal Executive Functioning in Deaf Students Communicating in Spoken English
- Learning via Direct and Mediated Instruction by Deaf Students
- Book Review: The Deaf History Reader by J V Van Cleve
- Book Review: Managing Special and Inclusive Education - Striving for Beyond either/or

SET: Research Information for Teachers No.2 2008
- Spotlight on learning pathways: An interview with Margaret Carr
- “Proud to be Kiwi”: How we created a play from no prewritten script for a formal production.
- Putting the Nature of Science strand into the water cycle
- Student-centred curriculum integration and The New Zealand Curriculum
- “Students First” and nurturing networks: Visualising positive futures for New Zealand secondary students
- School Council Research: Student researchers help inform spending decisions
- Paying attention to detail: Getting readers to think small so they can think big
- Improving students’ writing: The impact of teacher knowledge and student-focused practice
- Asian students in New Zealand classrooms: Their perceptions of supports and barriers to reading achievement.
- How can the needs of advanced bilingual learners be met in primary schools?
- Raising students’ literacy achievements in secondary schools: Findings from teacher-researcher partnership.
- Assessment Resource Banks and the new Curriculum
PERIODICALS continued

- FAQs about the new PAT: Reading tests
- Enhanced teaching and learning of comprehension in Years 5-8: Otara schools: A summary
- Book Review: “Disciplining and Drafting, or 21st Century Learning,” by Rachel Bolstad and Jane Gilbert
- Resource Review: “Key Competencies: The Journey Begins,” by R Hipkins, J Roberts & R Bolstad. (Kit includes Teacher Notes, pamphlets, and posters)

Sign Language Studies Vol.9 No.1 Fall 2008
- A Fair Chance in the Race of Life: Thoughts on the 150th Anniversary of the Founding of the Columbia Institution
- A Lexical Comparison of Signs from Icelandic and Danish Sign Languages

Volta Voices Vol.15 No.5 September/October 2008
- Hearing Around the World Part Two:- A Journey with A G Bell Global Ambassadors
- Auditory-Based Bilingual Children in North America Differences and Choices
- Captioning Access in Movie Theatres: An update
- Social Innuendos: Tips for Parents from a Deaf Author
- What the research Shows Siblings, Reading Comprehension and Speech Evaluation

MAGAZINES

Crème December 2008

Tearaway - The Voice of NZ Youth October 2008/ November 2008

Upstart October/November 2008